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1. INTRODUCTION

The medieval Serbian state (12th–15th centuries) was created in the west of the Balkans and gradually expanded towards the east and southeast – towards Thessaloniki and Constantinople.

From the second half of the 12th century until the second half of the 14th century, the Serbian state was ruled by the Nemanjić dynasty. The law administered in it was

¹ This paper was written as part of the realization of project No. 177022, The Traditional Culture of the Serbs Between the East and West (2011–2015), which is financed by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia.
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In particular feudal law, which was typical of the Middle Ages.\(^2\) In 1217 the ruler of Serbia bore the title of king, and in 1346 king Stefan Dušan was crowned “emperor of the Serbs and Romans (Greeks)”. However, shortly after the death of emperor Dušan in 1355, his large realm began to disintegrate into several feudal parts which were increasingly independent of his son and heir, emperor Uroš the Fifth (popularly known as Uroš the Weak). With the death of Uroš the Fifth in 1371 the empire ceased to exist even nominally. The independent areas ruled by the feudal lords who bore different titles continued to exist, but in the early 1370’s a new power emerged in that part of the Balkans: the Ottomans.

\(^2\) As pointed out by medievalist Srdan Šarkić, see Šarkić 1995, 7.
the following hundred and thirty years the Ottoman Empire gradually subjugated all of what had been the medieval Serbian state.\(^3\)

As medieval Serbia expanded, Vlachs as livestock breeders became increasingly frequently mentioned in written sources. As early as 1921, the Romanian historian Silviu Dragomir compiled 39 medieval Serbian documents where the Vlachs figure, more or less prominently, as livestock breeders.\(^4\) What may be identified in these documents as a significant feature of the Vlach livestock breeding activity? It is, above all, a distinctive type of livestock breeding and the organization the Vlachs based on it. In other words, there are two notions that should be elucidated here: *transhumance* and *katun*. Without them, the legal aspects of the status of Vlachs as livestock breeders can hardly be understood.

### 2. TRANSHUMANCE AND KATUN IN THE MIDDLE AGES IN THE BALKANS

In order to clarify and define the concept of *katun*, which occurs in medieval sources, we must briefly refer to a special type of livestock breeding in the Balkans. It was the most frequent in the Balkans in the Middle Ages, due to the geographic characteristics of the Balkan Peninsula.\(^5\)

This type of livestock breeding was pursued by the local population – Vlachs (even before the arrival of the Slavs) as their only occupation.\(^6\) Over time, it became very popular, being also adopted by other populations of Slavic origin. It still exists today, although in a reduced and modified form.\(^7\) The basic characteristic of this type of

---

\(^3\) For an overview of this gradual subjugation of Serbian medieval states, see esp. Ćirković 1995, 245–258.

\(^4\) For further details see Dragomir 1921/1921, 279–299. This paper was reviewed and thus presented to a Yugoslavian audience by the Croatian and Yugoslav romanist and etymologist Petar Skok, see Skok 1928, 305–308.

\(^5\) The boundaries and territories of the Balkan Peninsula were defined by geographer and anthropologist Jovan Cvijić (1865–1927). The Peninsula being surrounded by water on three sides: the Adriatic Sea to the west, the Mediterranean Sea and the Marmara Sea to the south and the Black Sea to the east, Cvijić defined its northern boundary – the River Danube and the River Sava – with more precision. However, he disagreed with what was at the time a widely accepted opinion that the north-western boundary of the Peninsula should be traced “along the valley of the River Kupa, and then in a straight line across the Dinarides up to Rijeka on the Adriatic coast” because he considered it to be “artificial”. Instead, Cvijić claimed that “it would be more natural if the northern border of the Peninsula were to be extended from the confluence of the River Kupa upstream along the valley of the Sava and the Ljubljana basin, all the way up to the connecting point of the Dinarides with the Alps”, so that “its western frontier is clearly determined by the River Soča”. For more details see Cvijić 1966, 6, 37–87.

\(^6\) Apart from Vlachs (*Vlah / Vlasi*), medieval Serbian sources sometimes mention Albanians (*Arbanasin / Arbanasi*) as livestock breeders. For more details see Šarkić 1995, 40–41.

livestock breeding is the seasonal movement of shepherds with their livestock (mainly sheep, sometimes goats) between summer pastures in mountains (planine/letišta) and winter pastures in warm coastal lowlands and valleys (zimišta/zimovišta).

Balkan historians, geographers and ethnologists used to define this seasonal movement of livestock breeders in the Balkans as nomadism. However, the modern Romanian legal historian Liviu Marcu, for example, clearly points to the difference between true nomadism and the seasonal movement of livestock breeders in the Balkans. He emphasizes the fact that the Balkan livestock breeders, during their seasonal movements, had established summer and winter residences, and travelled between them using well-trodden routes. This still applies today, although the season-

---

8 Liviu Marcu discussed this issue extensively at the international conference on contemporary legislation policies and customary law pertaining to the seasonal movements of livestock breeders in southeastern Europe, in Belgrade, 1975. See Marcu 1976, 67–81.
al movements have been drastically reduced and transformed. On the other hand, the movements of real nomads and their livestock (for example, in the steppes of Central Asia) do not have an already established destination or a specific direction. This is why Marcu uses the term transhumance, and rejects the term nomadism as being inadequate for the seasonal movement of livestock breeders in the Balkans. His arguments have been accepted by Serbian historians and ethnologists, such as Bohumil Hrabak, Nikola Pavković, Slobodan Naumović etc.9 Acknowledging the arguments cited, I opt for the terms transhumance / transhumant movement of livestock breeders / transhumant type of livestock breeding to label various types of seasonal movement of livestock breeders in the Balkans, which have lasted for centuries, and still exist in a reduced form.

The transhumant type of livestock breeding always requires adequate organization, with the clearly defined roles of all participants. The forms of organization have changed over the centuries.10 In a medieval social system, only a stable organization could ensure an effective realization of the regime of seasonal movement of livestock breeders and fulfilment of all obligations they had towards their feudal lords. Medieval historical sources indicate that the katun constituted such an organization of transhumant livestock breeders. However, the medieval katun has long been a blurry concept for researchers (anthropologists, historians and others), and was confused with

9 Medievalist Bogumil Hrabak (1927–2010) had on various occasions advocated the use of the term transhumance instead of the traditional and “incorrect“ one nomadism, emphasising the existence of multiple types of transhumance; for a more detailed discussion, see Hrabak 2003, 37–43. Ethnologist Nikola Pavković and his younger colleague Slobodan Naumović consider the history of the transhumant animal husbandry to be insufficiently studied, which leads to the poor understanding of the origins of certain institutions of the “clan organization“. For a more detailed discussion see Pavković 2014, 145–146.

10 Liviu Marcu has discussed various traditional forms of livestock breeding in the Balkans in the second half of the 19th century, and concluded that “centuries of performing one activity – in this case, animal husbandry – dependant on historic circumstances, eventually led to a special form of legal and social organization: from a clan – in cases of constant extended transhumance – to a sedentery society, organized on a territorial basis – in the case of sheep farming in the mountains. The social and economic aspects of life were highly marked by the corporative organization. The role of the head of the community was strictly defined in various forms of transhumance, and the family exhibited patriarchal properties, to a greater or a lesser extent“. See Marcu 1976, 81–86.
4. Transhumance in the central areas of the Balkans (Zdraveva and Todorovski 1997)

5. Transhumance in the western areas of the Balkans (Marković 1971)
the modern meaning of the term. Today, the word *katun* in the Serbian and Bulgarian languages has the meaning of “a place in the mountains where livestock (mostly sheep) is grazed and milked in the summer”; in Romanian, *cătun* means “a small group of homesteads, smaller than a village”; in Albanian, *katund* means a “village”; in Modern Greek, *katoïva* (*katuna*) means “a tent, a camp”; in the Romani language, *katuna* means “a tent”.\(^{11}\)

After much wandering in the 19th century and the first half of the 20th, researchers came to understand, in the second half of the 20th century, mostly thanks to medievalists and Ottomanists,\(^{12}\) that the medieval *katun* was the corporate organization of social and economic life of transhumant livestock breeders. It was the basic unit of livestock breeders’ community, made up of several dozen households (*kletište*) which were tied by kinship, sometimes with relatives in the female line (nephews, in-laws).\(^{13}\) After a certain period, it could divide and develop into new organizations of the same type (this is referred to as *division of the katun*).\(^{14}\) A *katun* was led by an elder (elected by their self-governing authority), and each *katun* had been called after its elder (for example: the “*katun* of Vukac Radičević”) before the transhumant population became sedentary.\(^{15}\) In the western areas of the Balkans, the leader of the *katun* was most often called *katunar*. Under the influence of Byzantine feudalism in the Serbian medieval state, in the areas that were closer to the Byzantine Empire, during

---


\(^{12}\) For an exhaustive overview of Serbian medieval studies, see Ćirković and Mihaljičić, eds. 1999. For an overview of the development of Ottoman studies in Yugoslav and post-Yugoslav periods, see Smajić 2010.

\(^{13}\) For more recent and more refined studies of the medieval *katun* see Sympozium on the Medieval *katun* (*Simpozijum o srednjovjekovnom katunu*) held in Sarajevo in 1961, with the idea that “*katun*, and medieval Vlachs in general, is a question of the utmost importance for Balkan studies. The solution to a series of other problems relies solely on the solution of this particular problem“. Medievalists, orientalists and ethnologists shed light on the major aspects of the *katun* in the Middle Ages: its geographical characteristics, its structure and organization, its status in the sources from Dubrovnik, etc. The papers and proceedings from this Sympozium are still considered to be the classical literature on the medieval *katun*. Ethnologist Milenko Filipović (1902–1969) stated in his paper that *katun* in the Middle Ages referred to “a group of several families or households gathered around one elder, under whose authority they fulfilled their duties to the feudal lords and performed various activities pertaining to the livestock breeders’ economy“. He emphasized that “today’s *katuns* are not the same as the medieval *katuns*”. Based on the charters issued to the Serbian medieval monasteries during the Nemanjić era, Filipović concludes that a *katun* had between 5 and 80 households, and that it was not a community based exclusively on kinship, since it included both patrilateral and matrilateral kin. See Filipović 1963, 47–81.

\(^{14}\) On the basis of medieval and Ottoman sources, the medievalist Bogumil Hrabak analyzed *katuns* and their elders on the territory of Herzegovina in the period from the 13th to the 15th century. For further details, and especially on the division of a *katun*, see Hrabak 1997, 144–156.

\(^{15}\) At the Sympozium on the Medieval *katun* in Sarajevo in 1961, medievalist Desanka Kovačević presented an extensive amount of data excerpted from the archives of Dubrovnik on the medieval *katun* and the Vlachs. She afforded special attention to the way the *katuns* were referred to in these documents: in the beginning they were designated by the names of their elders, and later by the territory they had settled in, without the elder’s name, e.g.: “Vlachi in Biella in Drobgnaci“. See Kovačević 1963, 128–132.
the 14th century, there was a tendency for the king or the lord to appoint katunars, who were called primičurs (Greek πριμιχήριος, Latin primicerius < primus cerae), but this practice did not consistently spread in the western areas of the Balkans. A self-governing body – assembly, gathering (skupština/zbor), was formed by the elders (katunars/primičurs) of the several katuns. However, in the central and western areas of the Balkans, the ruler would appoint a knez (under this name since the beginning of the 13th century, before that the term sudja [judge] was used) as the leader of the group of several katuns, who was always one of the already existing katunars.

The institution of katunar/primičur and knez secured the self-governance of livestock breeders, and the knez was the link between the self-governance system and the central state government. Knez also acted as a judge for the members of all katuns under his control. The ruler would also appoint the vojvoda of a larger group of livestock breeders, also from among the katunars, who were responsible for recruiting (mobilization) soldiers in their groups, as well as for leading the warriors during military campaigns. Such an organization of livestock breeders based on katun (katun organization) would secure the social autonomy of the Vlach population within the feudal system of Christian states in the Balkans, including the medieval Serbian state.

In the regime of seasonal movement, the medieval Vlachs did not have permanent settlements for a long time. However, over time, in different historical circumstances, the winter residence of livestock breeders (mainly on monastic estates) became their permanent settlement – a village. In this way, livestock breeders became sedentary and, in addition to livestock breeding and caravan transport, they came to be engaged in farming, fruit growing, crafts, trade etc. This led to their mixing with the farming

---

16 Ottomanist Branislav Đurđev (1908–1993), first director of the Institute for Oriental studies in Sarajevo, began exploring Turkish archives in Ankara even before the Second World War. Since the very beginning he had afforded particular attention to the Vlach elders under the Ottoman rule. For further details, see Đurđev 1941, Đurđev 1948. At the Symposium on the Medieval katun in Sarajevo in 1961 Đurđev raised the question of distinguishing the titles knez and primičur in the pre-Turkish period of the Middle Ages, since, until then, it had been widely accepted that “in the old Serbian state the functions of knez and primičur were one and the same in the Vlach organization”. Relying on Christian sources from earlier periods and Ottoman sources from the 15th century, Đurđev concluded that the katun had been headed by a katunar, often called primičur, whereas “knez was head both of his own katun and of the other primičurs”, so “the title knez was higher in the katun hierarchy.” Đurđev pointed out that the institution of knez had been introduced into the Vlach society under the Christian feudal influence, whereas the title itself had been taken from the “Slavic social organization”. Medievalist Miloš Blagojević (1930–2012), established a precise chronology of the usage of the titles primičur and knez with a clear definition of their functions in medieval Serbia and Bosnia in the 13th and 14th centuries. In his opinion, the title knez was introduced into the Nemanjić state in the early 13th century, following the development of its administration, and it was used, among other things, to refer to the heads of assemblies formed by several katuns (with several hundred Vlach households). The Vlach knez was designated by the official ruler from among the katun elders. During the 14th century, under the Byzantine influence, the ruler of the Serbian state (kralj, car) would appoint the elders of certain katuns, i.e. primičurs. This “byzantization” of the state was, however, neither uniform nor complete, so the title primičur is rarely mentioned in the southeastern territories, even in those areas which would become a part of the Bosnian state in the 14th century (today’s Herzegovina and the north-western areas of Montenegro). For further details see Blagojević 2005, 47–75.
population (of Slavic and other origin), who, in time, also accepted the transhumant type of livestock breeding, which became their main occupation. In fact, in this way the general process of mutual cultural, ethnic and linguistic permeation between the original livestock breeders and farmers unfolded gradually, which was also reflected in their spiritual culture.\footnote{This complex and long process was described by many researchers on the medieval Vlachs. Cf. Filipović 1963, 50–58, Đurđev 1963, 153 –161, Luković 2012, 162–167, Luković 2013a, 412–413, Luković 2013b, 27–28.}

Transhumant livestock breeding in the Balkans in the Middle Ages greatly developed at a time when state borders were permeable, but also later, during the expansion of the Ottoman Empire, and came to a standstill in the period when the borders became stricter.\footnote{This fact was repeatedly pointed out by the ethnologist and historian Aleksandar Matkovski (1922–1992), who studied “nomadic and semi-nomadic animal husbandry in Macedonia from the 14\textsuperscript{th} to the 19\textsuperscript{th} centuries.” See Matkovski 1996, 7–12. I also want to emphasize the fact that the span and intensity of seasonal movements of the livestock breeders in the Balkans was dependant not only on natural conditions but also on current social and political circumstances, such as the changes of state borders during the Middle Ages and the period of Ottoman rule. I afforded special attention to the situation after the Balkan wars 1912–1913 and the establishment of new borders in the Balkans, which led to a drastic halt of the seasonal movements (e.g. from the mountains along the border between Macedonia and Albania towards the Aegean coast), or, at least, to their reduction to routes which remained within the newly developed state borders. See Luković 2013, 46–54.)} The medieval Vlachs, as livestock breeders, were also horse

---

6. Katun organization (Luković 2013b)
breeders. They used horses for their activities, but also for the long-distance caravan transport of goods (primarily salt), thus fulfilling their obligations towards their feudal lords.

3. ZAKON VLAHOM IN THE CHARTERS ISSUED TO SERBIAN MEDIEVAL MONASTERIES

Although transhumance and katun are often referred to in medieval Balkan sources, there were no regulations in medieval Balkan states (including Serbia) which would regulate the status of Vlachs as livestock breeders in a uniform manner. In the medieval Serbian state, regulations relating to Vlachs usually occur in the donation charts by which the ruler gave a grant of land to a monastery or, occasionally, in provisions of the agreements concluded between the Serbian state and the Republic of Ragusa (Dubrovnik), which was a significant trading power in the Balkan Peninsula. It should be emphasized, as a general remark, that among the surviving documents, royal charters (a total of 165) constitute the most numerous and the most important legal source for the history of medieval Serbia.

But, when issuing charters to monasteries, the Serbian rulers had no intention to regulate the rights and obligations of the dependent population on, what we would call today, a national scale, including the Vlachs as livestock breeders. In fact, there were no prerequisites for such a thing: there was neither a unified fiscal system nor a central land register. The monastic charters specify the obligations of the dependent persons on the monastic land, including the Vlachs as livestock breeders, in the form of brief norms (rules) called zakon (which may be translated as “lex” or “law”). Although the norms relating to the Vlachs were supposed to meet the particular needs of a particular monastery or a church, their content is basically the same in many charters, and their prototypes were the charters of the monastery of Studenica (late 12th century).

19 In his seminal work from 1879 Die Wlachen und Maurovlachen in den Denkmälern von Ragusa (Vlachs and Maurovlachs in Ragusan documents) young Konstantin Jireček (1854–1918) showed that the Dubrovnik archives were an invaluable, yet at the time still unexplored, source for the study of medieval Vlachs. In preparing his article he also drew on historic sources that had previously been published by famous researches at the time, such as Pavel Šafářik, Alexandru Hâjdeu, Đura Daničić, Franz Miklosich, Medo Pucić, Ivan Ćrnčić, Franjo Rački, Šime Ljubić, Vatroslav Jagić and others. Jireček’s work was groundbreaking in many ways. Although the Ragusan sources referred only to the Vlachs in the Ragusan hinterland (“in the Adriatic area”), Jireček delimitation of the most important areas of research was applicable to the study of medieval Vlachs in general. These areas are: 1) regional habitats and types of Vlach settlements; 2) “nomadic” way of life of the Vlachs; 3) Vlachs as caravan traders; 4) Maurovlachs in Ragusan and Venitian documents; 5) Vlachs of the transdanubian Valachia. Moreover, the very contents and organization of his paper hinted at the subsequent areas of interest for future researchers of the medieval Vlachs: one would focus on the transhumant lifestyle of the Vlachs, another on their role as caravan traders; one would be centered on their social status and their role in a broader political context, another on the process of their assimilation, etc. For the Serbian translation of this paper, see Jireček 1959, 191–204.

20 As pointed out by the medievalist Nebojša Šarkić, see Šarkić 1995, 9.
and Mileševa (mid-13th century). Moreover, in three monastic charters dating from the first half of the 14th century the norms relating to the Vlachs are grouped under one heading: Zakon Vlahom (“The Law on Vlachs”).  

These three charters were issued to the monasteries of:

1) Banjska: the Banjska or St Stephen Charter issued by king Milutin in 1313–16;
2) Hilandar: king Dušan donating to the monastery of Hilandar the church of St Nicholas near Vranje with the whole estate in 1343–45;

From various monastery charters it is evident that the majority of the Vlachs had identical obligations and that only some of these obligations were specific to certain monasteries. They depended, among other things, on the category and financial status of the Vlachs, who were divided into two basic categories: soldiers and chelators. The so-called chelators were more numerous but they were also a poorer social class than the soldiers. The Vlachs belonging to the soldier category also had military duties: they served as cavalrymen in their lord’s military campaigns. However, regardless of these category differences, both soldiers and chelators guarded the caravans transporting salt and other goods on behalf of the monasteries. The most important dues of the Vlachs were paid in kind in two ways: by giving big tenth (tithe) or small tenth, a tribute system developed under Byzantine influence. The big tenth meant giving a tenth of all domestic animals (also called living tenth) reared by a household, plus two sheep every spring, as well as a special woollen cloth. By giving the big tenth, a household was exempted from paying any other dues to the monarch. Vlachs, who paid the small tenth, or the lesser tribute, were grouped into katuns, composed of fifty households, representing fiscal units. Instead of giving a “living tribute”, each household of such a unit gave a sheep and a lamb, as well as a barren sheep; they were also burdened by various chores like shepherding duties (tending the monastery’s flock of sheep), wool processing, manufacturing wool products, etc. The existence of the tenth as a form of paying the basic tribute by the population facilitated the introduction of the same tribute (ušur/öşur) in the Ottoman Empire later on.

However, in medieval Serbia (like in other Balkan states), many issues concerning the herders’ life were prescribed by common law, even after the more detailed codification of the law had taken place in the 14th century. Stefan Dušan’s realm incorporated large portions of former Byzantine territories (“Greek lands”) in the Balkans, and he, now an emperor – identified with the universal Orthodox Christian empire – had every intention to enact laws which would be enforced in the whole of his empire, an empire which was heterogeneous in legal, cultural and ethnic terms. The result of

---

21 For norms in monastic charters containing Zakon Vlahom, see esp.: Blagojević 1979, 144–157, Blagojević 2009, 21–33.
22 See map 1 for the location of these monastaries.
23 On the relation between desetak and ušur, see Miljković and Krstić 2009, 316.
his state-building ambitions was a law code known as Dušan’s Code (enacted in 1349 and supplemented in 1353). However, this Codex contains minimum regulations regarding livestock breeders, so their life was mostly organized according to common law. So article 82 of this Codex briefly regulates “should Vlachs or Albanians reside in a certain village, no others who would come immediately after them would be allowed to reside there; those who would forcefully disregard this would be fined accordingly”. This regulation of the Dušan’s Code unequivocally testifies that the transhumant movement of the Vlach and Albanian livestock breeders existed in the large Serbian Empire.\[^{24}\]

All of the tax liabilities of the Vlachs were significantly smaller than those of Serbian peasants (called meropahs or sebars) at the time. This is why Serbian peasants tended to become herders. This is evident from some monastery charters (monasteries of Banjska and Visoki Dečani), which prohibited peasants from “marrying into Vlachs” (taking a Vlach spouse), because by becoming a Vlach, one would become free from the feudal system and also from paying tributes.\[^{25}\]

4. **KANUNS REGARDING VLACHS IN THE EARLY OTTOMAN TAX REGISTERS (DEFTERS)**

When the Ottomans had already forced their way into the Balkans (from the late 14\(^{th}\) century), a new kind of tax, the so-called “Vlach ducat”, was introduced, which largely replaced the tenth in the densely populated Vlach areas. The appearance of this type of tax was associated with the introduction of kharaj – a tribute that Christian states or feudal lords, as Ottoman vassals, had to pay to the Ottoman Empire.\[^{26}\] The annual tribute (which amounted to tens of thousands of ducats) was split among the population of a vassal territory, so that each Vlach household paid a tax of one ducat. In a certain way, this stimulated the survival of large herding families.\[^{27}\]

\[^{24}\] For a more detailed discussion, see Šarkić 1995, 39–42.

\[^{25}\] For a more detailed discussion, see Šarkić 1995, 39–42.

\[^{26}\] In 1890 Jireček’s friend and contemporary Stojan Novaković (1842–1915), Serbian legal historian, philologist and statesman, published his book Selo, which was held in high esteem and abundantly used by Jireček in his Geschiche der Serben. I–II (Gotha 1911–1918), which has multiple Serbian translations. For Jireček’s review of Selo see Jireček 1984, 271. Novaković discusses at length the settlements and status of a dependent population in the “old” (medieval) Serbian state, notably of farmers (meropahs) and livestock breeders (Vlahs and Arbanasins). In his opinion, Serbian authorities endeavoured to restrain the “eternal movement” of livestock breeders and bind them to the land. He interpreted one article of the charter issued to the monastery of Dečani accordingly: “A Serbian cannot marry a Vlach; if he does, his wife becomes a meropah” as: “A farmer cannot marry a daughter of a nomad, and if he does – he cannot leave the land and follow his wife as a livestock breeder, but his wife must settle with him in the farmer’s village”. Therefore, he claimed, the interpretation of this article in the view of ethnic segregation (“as if it were about Serbian or Romanian nationality”), as many researchers did, including Franz Miklosich, does not seem to be tenable. For more details, see Novaković 1965, 40, 189.

\[^{27}\] For a more detailed discussion, see Hrabak 1997, 155–156.
Since the creation of the Ottoman Empire, the basic military and administrative unit was the *sanjak* or *liva* headed by the *sanjak-bey*. In conquering the Christian lands in the Balkans in the 14th and 15th century, the Ottoman state initially held certain lands and regions in a vassal status, and the sanjaks were formed following their definitive subjugation and termination of the vassal status. The smaller territorial unit within the sanjak was the *nahije*. A *nahije* usually coincided with the boundaries of the previous Christian unit – *župa*. Thus during the 14th and 15th centuries the following sanjaks were created: the so-called Pasha-sanjak (which included large portions of the eastern and central Balkans, with its seat in Edirne), and the sanjaks of Sofia, Manastir (Bitola), Kostendil (Kyustendil), Vidin, Viçitrin (Vučitrn), Prizren, Alacahisar (Kruševac), Smederevo, Dukagjin, Bosnia, Hersek (Herzegovina), Zvornik and Işıkodra (Shkodër), and later others followed. The sanjaks formed part of larger territorial units called *eyalets* or *beylerbeyliks*, headed by a *beylerbey* (the beylerbey could also hold the Ottoman title of *pasha*, and in that case the elayet was also called a *pashalik*). By the time of the Ottoman conquest of Hungary there was only one Ottoman eyelet in the Balkans – the Rumelia Eyelet (until the beginning of the 15th
century its seat was in Edirne, and later in Sofia), and later the eyəlets of Budin (Buda), TemesVAR (Timișoara), Eger (Eğri), Bosnia, Kanizsa (Kaniže), Varat and Uyvar.28

In order to irrefutably conquer an area, or terminate its vassal status, the Ottomans would turn it into a sanjak. They would immediately categorize the population in the sanjak according to their income, so they could determine their tax obligations in accordance with the Sharia (Islamic law). This led to the creation of the Ottomans tax registers – defters.29 Some of these defters were cumulative (extensive tax records), and some were individual (also referred to as detailed books, since they individually listed the name of each taxpayer), meaning they differed in the level of detail. The defters for the European sanjaks from the 15th and 16th centuries are generally known and partly published. These early defters include brief terms of a regulatory nature – kanun (kanûn). The regulations relating to the Vlachs are called kanûn-i eflak. Later, defters often appeared as codified collections (kanûn-name) of royal decrees (ka-nuns), which is related to the evolution of legislative practice in the Ottoman Empire. Historians have long asserted that these kanuns contained legal solutions and practices applied to the Vlachs in the territories previously conquered by the Ottomans.30 All Vlach tax obligations were always converted into silver coins (akcha/akçe) according to a fixed rate. If we compare individual sanjak defters of the period, we can see that the Vlach obligations were very similar. The Vlachs fulfilled their obligations in two ways: through households, and through katuns, composed of up to 50 households.

Thus, according to the defter for the Sanjak of Herzegovina for 1475–1477 (where Vlachs lived in great numbers), on Saint George’s Day every Vlach household paid: one ducat (filuri), one sheep with a lamb (or 12 silver coins) and one ram (or 15 silver coins). Also, every katun (called jemat in defters – a Turkish name for this social unit) gave a total of 50 ducats, and also collectively two rams (or 60 silver coins) and one tent (cherga) made from goat skin (or 100 silver coins). And in times of war, every ten households in a katun had to send one armed horseman (cavalrymen) to take part in the military campaign. Only after they had met all these obligations, were the Vlachs exempted from any other dues.31

The Vlachs from the neighbouring sanjaks (Sanjaks of Bosnia and Zvornik, and even from the geographically more remote Sanjak of Smederevo) had similar obligations to those of Herzegovina. The defter for the Sanjak of Smederevo for 1476–1477 registers a large number of Vlachs households, and many of these came from

---

28 As pointed out by the medievalist Ema Miljković-Bojanić in her book on the sanjak of Smederevo from 1476 to 1560: Miljković-Bojanić 2004, 230.
29 For an overview of Ottoman defters for central and western areas of the Balkans published up to 2008, see the book of Tatjana Katić on the defter of the sanjak of Prizren from 1571: Katić 2010, 5–8. The defter of the sanjak of Herzegovina from 1585 was edited by Ahmed Aličić and published in 2014, see Aličić 2014.
Herzegovina shortly before the defter was compiled. Unlike Herzegovina, in the area of Smederevo there are no high mountains, so this sanjak had no geographical conditions for transhumance; even so, here too a katun was composed of fifty households. In Sanjak of Smederevo, katun as a whole had somewhat different obligations compared to that of Herzegovina. Here, every five households had to send one armed horseman to war, a practice adopted from the former feudal state (Serbian Despotate).

Kanuns from the Ottoman defters tell us that the Vlachs collectively adopted the Ottoman system, retaining their previous social organization and self-government. It was actually the realization of Ottoman politics, with the intention of strengthening Ottoman feudalism (sipahi/timar system) and military presence. But in the first half of the 16th century, when the Turks crossed the River Sava and River Danube and conquered a greater part of Hungary, former sanjaks (Smederevo, Vidin, Kruševac, Žvornik, Bosnia) lost their borderland position. Thus the status that Vlachs previously enjoyed (adet-i eflikiyye) was abolished in these areas, but was reintroduced in the sanjaks of Vidin and Bosnia in 1550.

32 Ottomanist Dušanka Bojanić afforded special attention to Ottoman kanuns for the areas of Smederevo, Kruševac and Vidin in the 15th and 16th centuries. See Bojanić 1974, 13, 27–35. On Vlach legal obligations in the sanjak of Smederevo in the 15th and 16th century, see Miljković-Bojanić 2004, 239–240.

33 At the symposium on the Medieval katun in Sarajevo in 1961 Branislav Đurđev gave a detailed account of the process he called the territorialization of the katuns, emphasizing that it “took centuries”, and that “it was not a uniform process but one that was completed through a series of local processes”. He pointed out that “the essence of the process lies in the partial or total reorientation of livestock breeders to farming”. He hypothesized that those katuns which were under the jurisdiction of the Serbian medieval monasteries went through this process more quickly than those who fell under the category of “imperial Vlachs” (which remain a bit mysterious, although we can assume that they were not as tightly bound to a particular territory, i.e. that their seasonal routes between summer and winter pastures were longer). Đurđev reiterated his earlier claim that the “material from the Turkish defters from the second half of the 15th and the first half of the 16th centuries provided new evidence and explanations for that process”. However, Đurđev pointed out that the mass Vlach colonization of lowland regions (closer to the River Sava and River Danube) under the control of the Ottoman authorities in the late 15th and early 16th centuries brought about a change in the Vlach social autonomy. Since these new geographical regions provided no conditions for the transhumant movement of livestock breeders, the Vlachs turned to farming and became sedantery. Thus the katuns became territorialized, that is, the Vlach self-government became tied to a certain territory, which laid the foundation for the establishment of a new form of territorial self-governance – knežina. A similar process took place in the Dinarides, where, since there were conditions for transhumance, it gave rise to another form of territorial autonomy – pleme (clan). For more details see Đurđev 1963, 142–169. Medievalist Milan Vasić elucidated the establishment of knežinas in his study on Vlachs in the sanjak of Žvornik in the 16th century; see Vasić 1959, 247–278. For more details on the origins of institutions of self-governance in knežinas and plemes, see: Luković 2013b, 20–29, Luković 2014, 131–138.

34 Šabanović 1964, 144.
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